
 
 

 
November 9, 2022     Re:  SFLOs Invisible afterthoughts?   
 
Washington State Forest Practice Board       
P.O. Box 47012  
Olympia, WA  98504-7012            
 
Chairwoman Smith and members of the Forest Practices Board: 
 
My name is Ken Miller, co-representing SFLOs and Washington Farm Forestry Association on the TFW 
Policy Committee.  I apologize in advance if this sounds too whinny but it’s our SFLO reality. 

We often feel underrepresented; invisible; or mere after thoughts in the Adaptive Management Program.  
Thats inherent for groups that don’t have a lot of power, influence, or economies of scale like most of our 
TFW stakeholders.  Examples: 

 Our participation grants were discovered to be underfunded by half until we made a fuss. 

 Last week stakeholders on a panel acknowledged not remembering we had a Np proposal to 
increase functionality on the table since 2015. 

 The Np field tour demonstrations last week accidentally skipped our proposal. 

 Our disputes came out of Policy before the Np dispute, yet the Board agendas has us last in line 

when you are likely tired . . . or maybe you’ll be weakened and easy???😊 

 We just discovered 4 of my peers in TFW Policy are copied on your mailings from staff – but 
somehow our TFW folks aren’t eligible for this advance notice?? – I’m sure it will work out fine! 

 8 years work on our template proposals, yet we weren’t consulted about the tomorrow’s agenda - 
until we complained, and the Chair graciously changed the agenda to precedents set last week. 

Again, I’m not trying to throw rocks – just pointing out the obvious that when you are “small” in the eyes 
of others you naturally tend to be treated like no-seeums buzzing around despite the occasional wave in 
our direction.  That’s our natural reality so appreciate your understanding if we sometimes sound shrill 
just trying to get attention.   

We do appreciate that tomorrow is our day in the sun – one easy issue with a consensus 
recommendation and one non-consensus issue that should have been easy in Policy but wasn’t.   

Please do read through all the emails you’ve received from our constituents with an ear towards hearing 
the commitment & caring that deserves your affirmative action to fulfill long ago regulatory commitments 
to our community utilizing your own AMP science reviews. 

Maybe we are just a nuisance needing to be more invisible – but we think we matter to your interests! 

Sincerely, 

 

Ken  

 


